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Abstract— Genome-scale reconstructed metabolic networks have provided an organism specific understanding of cellular processes and their relations to phenotype. As they are deemed essential to study metabolism, the number of organisms with reconstructed metabolic networks continues to increase. This everlasting research interest lead to the development of online systems/repositories that store existing reconstructions and enable new model generation, integration and constraint-based analyses. While features that support model reconstruction are widely available, current systems lack the means to help users who are interested in analyzing the topology of the reconstructed networks. Here, we present the Database of Reconstructed Metabolic Networks - DORMAN. DORMAN is a centralized online database that stores SBML-based reconstructed metabolic networks published in the literature, and provides web-based computational tools for visualizing and analyzing the model topology. Novel features of DORMAN are (i) Interactive visualization interface that allows rendering of the complete network as well as editing and exporting the model, (ii) Hierarchical navigation that provides efficient access to connected entities in the model, (iii) Built-in query interface that allow posing topological queries, and finally, (iv) Model comparison tool that enables comparing models with different nomenclatures, using approximate string matching. DORMAN is online and freely accessible at http://ciceklab.cs.bilkent.edu.tr/dorman.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the advancements in the omics platforms and the availability of affordable high throughput data, researchers have been able to capture the genome-scale chemical composition of the cell and integrate this knowledge into genome-scale reconstructed metabolic networks of organisms [1]. Reconstructed models have proven to be indispensible tools for understanding the metabolism in a diverse spectrum of applications such as: (i) metabolic engineering, (ii) model-directed discovery, (iii) interpretations of phenotypic screens, (iv) analysis of network properties, and (v) studies of evolutionary processes [2]. Also many studies have made use of the topology of the networks for understanding disease mechanisms [3-10]. Ongoing interest in network reconstruction and analyses comes with the need for computational tools to work on the resulting models. There are several online systems, which store existing reconstructions and provide interfaces for model generation, integration and constraint-based analyses. GSMNDB is a legacy repository with a basic HTML interface that stored published models in the literature (system is offline and not maintained anymore). BiGG database is one of the first online repositories, which contains 10 models [11]. Basic browsing of models, SVG-based visualization of pathways and export functions are provided. BiGG database is upgraded to BiGG Models, which now includes standardized identifiers for reactions and metabolites [12]. This new system comes with Escher pathway maps-based visualization and an application programming interface (API) for data access. Model SEED is a contemporary of the early BiGG database. In addition to being a model repository for a small number of seed models, it is also a workbench for model generation (on top of the seeds), model analysis (e.g., gene essentiality) and model optimization [13]. Model SEED was followed by MemoSys [14]. MemoSys is a storage and model generation platform that provides basic browsing, model comparison and version control functionalities.

One shortcoming of earlier repositories was the lack of standardized metabolite and reaction naming in models. When also accompanied with lack of annotation of entities (i.e., metabolite names not annotated with KEGG compound ids), comparison of networks and reuse of existing information was almost impossible. Next line of tools came with approaches to also address this issue. MetRxn is a curated system with browsing/search functionalities and it provides a knowledgebase that standardizes metabolite and reaction names [15]. MetaNetX is another system whose goal is enabling automated reconciliation of model metabolites and reactions [16-18]. They provide a namespace called MNXRef [18] for this pur-
pose. System provides computational tools like Flux Balance Analysis (FBA), Flux Variability Analysis (FVA), Gene/Reaction/Peptide knock-out analysis and creation/modification of models.

Above-mentioned systems have been frequently used by researchers (i) as model repositories and (ii) as workbenches for building and then for analyzing models using constraint-based analyses (i.e., FBA, FVA etc.) So, they are not designed for users who are interested in the topology of networks despite the fact that there are also numerous studies that focus on that aspect. For instance, [19] shows that genes that are related to highly connected reactions in metabolic networks are subject to stricter evolutionary constraints. Another example is [20] that uses motifs in a metabolic network to study the evolutionary origin of six Eukaryotic organelles. Finally, Reporter Algorithm [3] detects biomarker metabolites, which have the highest dysregulation of gene expression in their direct neighborhood with respect to a phenotype. Users who are using reconstructions for such purposes would naturally like to explore the subnetworks of interest via flexible browsing, querying and visualization functionalities.

In this paper, we present the Database of Reconstructed Metabolic Networks (DORMAN); a central database that collects available genome-scale reconstructed metabolic networks from the literature and provides a user friendly and efficient platform for accessing, visualizing and querying the models with multiple interfaces. While above mentioned systems are mostly focused on the integration process as explained above, DORMAN provides novel complementary features, which lets users to analyze the topology of the networks. First of all, current systems provide either no or only pathway-level static visualization (i.e., Escher maps of BiGG) while DORMAN’s visualization tool can render the full network (not just pathways) with compartments and lets users to interact with the model (e.g., zoom in/out; move, add or remove nodes in the network). Unlike its counterparts, hierarchical navigation feature of DORMAN allows users to efficiently browse through connected entities in the model, level-by-level. For instance users can start browsing the reactions of a model, and then can list and select the metabolites of a selected reaction, and finally, can list the compartments associated with the selected metabolites. The browser interface is integrated with KEGG data and can be used to navigate whenever KEGG pathway or KEGG molecule data is made available by the model. External databases such as UniProt, ChEBI and KEGG are linked when the information is provided in the reconstruction. DORMAN’s built-in graph queries can be used to search for topologically related entities in the graph such as searching for entities in k-hop neighborhoods of reactions or metabolites. DORMAN also provides an interface to compare models that do not follow the same nomenclature, using
The browsing interface is also implemented in C# language, using ASP.NET. Web Content UI Manager handles all synchronous and asynchronous requests coming from users and prepares the response files by interacting with the backend systems. The browser is based on the PathCase library [22-25]. It now provides 6 new reconstructed-metabolic-network-specific interfaces: model comparison, network (topological) properties, species and reaction locator, Flux Balance Analysis (FBA), Flux Variance Analysis (FVA) and scalable Javascript based visualization tool.

For the visualization of the networks, we implemented a Javascript-based interface that uses Cytospace.js library in the background [26]. Rendering is done on the client side, which again enables the system to scale to a large number of service requests. The data is passed to the visualization interface using the Web Services sub-component that responds in XML format. Query Engine is responsible for processing of the built-in queries and acts as an add-on to the Database Access Layer (DAL). DAL handles all database interactions via wrapper classes and receives the requests from the Web Services layer.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Browsing the Models via the Web Interface

The web interface has two parts: The navigation bar on the left (as seen on Figure 2 Part A), and the main frame on the right (Figure 2, Parts B-D that show partial screenshots of the main frame). Using the navigation bar, users can (1) browse the available networks by name, (2) browse reactions by name and EC Numbers, (3) browse metabolites by name, and finally, (4) browse compartments by name.

Navigation bar links all related entities together. This hierarchical and flexible tree structure lets users to browse through related entities with ease. For instance, once H. Sapiens Recon 1 model is selected and the hierarchy of related entities is shown underneath: Compartments (in H. Sapiens Recon 1) > Endoplasmic Reticulum (of H. Sapiens Recon 1) > Parent Compartment (of Endoplasmic Reticulum of H. Sapiens Recon 1). Part B. Once the network is clicked, all model related interfaces (panels) are loaded onto the main-frame. This example shows the panel that lists the reactions of H. Sapiens Recon 1. Part C. List of compartments for H. Sapiens Recon 1 model is shown on the main frame.. Part D. List of metabolites for of H. Sapiens Recon 1 are shown in this panel.
applicable), (8) a panel that provides the FVA result for the model, (9) a panel that lists topological properties of the model, and finally (10) a panel that lists all available network related queries. For a reaction, system loads various collapsible panels such as: kinetic laws, stoichiometry equation, EC number, SBO Term, list of metabolites playing a role in this reaction, and reaction related queries. Species and compartments have similar content in their details pages. Visualization interface is available only for the models (see Section 3.2 for details).

3.2 Interactive Visualization Interface

For large network such as genome-scale reconstructed metabolic networks, full-scale visualization can become busy with thousands of metabolites and reactions rendered. This is mainly because the layout algorithms are not designed to scale up to the size of genome scale metabolic networks. Among the counterparts of DORMAN, only BiGG Models provides a visualization interface and it opts for pathway-only (Escher map based) visualization, which is pre-rendered and static. However, this is restrictive and user cannot see the full picture of the model. We argue that despite the size, a full-scale visualization metabolic pathways is still valuable. One successful example is Roche’s wall-sized biochemical pathways, which have been used by researchers for 50 years in hard copy. It is now available online at http://biochemical-pathways.com.

For the first time, DORMAN provides a visualization interface for reconstructions, which renders the complete model (not just pathways) with compartments. System also allows interaction and lets users to zoom in/out, move nodes (reactions, compartments, metabolites, edges). Users can add/remove reactions and metabolites to the currently displayed network and then save the updated network to their disk in SBML format. This data is not saved on the server side and lost if user does not save the SBML. Figure 3 shows the visualizations of the iAM303 and E. Coli Textbook models with this interface. Bilkent CoSE algorithm is used for calculating the layout [27], which, in our experience, provides the best layout for large scale networks.

3.3 Query Interface

DORMAN comes with built-in queries that enables users to search models for certain metabolites or as topological questions like finding reactions/metabolites that are in n-hop distance to other reactions/metabolites. The query interface is empowered with dynamic calls to the server, so that whenever user picks a category (e.g., network) from a dropdown box, the items in the next dropdown box are populated based on the previous selection (e.g., if a reaction is to be picked, only reactions in that network is provided). The system is also integrated with the KEGG data. Whenever the information is provided in the model, entities in the model are linked to KEGG entities (i.e., species) and queries related to only KEGG pathways can be answered. Specifically, the following queries are available in the system.

Network related queries:
Fig 4. Comparison of models E.coli iJR904 and E.coli textbook with different parameters are shown. Part A shows the results of the query posed when parameters are picked as \( q = 7 \) and \( k = 1 \). Here, only exact matches are returned due to the strict parameter setting, which does not allow editions. The only exception is the match of CO2 exchange and O2 exchange which are very close. Part B shows the same query posed with parameters \( q = 3 \) and \( k = 3 \). This is a more relaxed setting. Now, partial matches in addition to the exact ones are also returned and displayed.

### 3.4 Flux Balance and Variance Analyses

DORMAN provides the FBA and FVA results for the models that provide an objective function. For each model added to the system a semi-automized script makes a call to the COBRA toolbox [28] that runs on the server-side. Flux values calculated per reaction the toolbox is stored in the database. Thus, FBA and FVA analyses are done offline and does not bring any overhead to the web interface. For every model, an FBA panel and an FVA panel are provided in the main frame when the name of the model is clicked and the detail page is loaded into the main frame for that model.

### 3.5 Comparing Networks

Standardization of entity naming in genome scale reconstructed networks is a major issue in model development/reuse as being pointed out and addressed in MNXRef [18]. For models that do not follow the naming nomenclature, DORMAN provides an interface for comparing two networks for finding shared entities based on (1) exact reaction names, (2) similar reaction names, and (3) EC numbers.

Exact reaction name or EC number matching simply finds reactions that have a character-by-character name/annotation match between two networks. This comparison is useful for comparing models that follow the same nomenclature or has been already standardized by external systems. However, especially in earlier models usually there is no consensus. Reactions (e.g., Phosphofructokinase 1) might be named with abbreviations (e.g., PFK1), with different punctuation styles (e.g., PFK-1, PFK1), or even with postfixes indicating compartments (e.g., PFK1_cytosol). Such differences require approximate string matching techniques.

DORMAN uses a q-gram and edit distance (k) based approach [29] to approximately match entities across models. The technique first generates all positional q-grams for a string. Q-grams are all substrings of length q in this string, obtained using a sliding window. The core idea is that if two strings are within a small edit distance, they need to have many overlapping q-grams. As an example, if two strings have an edit distance of 1, there are exactly q different q-grams between the q-gram sets of these two strings. This is because only these q substrings contain the different character. As shown in Gravano et al., if the edit distance of two strings \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) is less than or equal to k, then \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) will share at least \( (\max(|s_1|,|s_2|)-q+1)\cdot q \) q-grams, which can be efficiently computed. DORMAN implements this algorithm and finds all similar reactions across two given networks based on values of q and k. Users can choose the value of q (3, 5, and 7) and the value of k (1, 3, 5). Note that, increasing q, and decreasing k brings up closer results to exact name matching.

Figure 4 (Panels A and B) shows the comparison of the networks *E.coli* iJR904 and *E.coli* textbook with different from another molecule in the metabolic network.
As parameters a relaxed, less similar pairs are also matched by the system: \( q = 7, k = 1 \) (the strictest setting); \( q = 5, k = 3 \) and \( q = 3, k = 5 \) (the most relaxed setting). Recall (Panel A), precision (Panel B) and accuracy (Panel C) results for top-1, top-3 and top-5 matches are shown. In a top-k setting, if the ground truth match is within the top-k results returned by the system, it is counted as a true positive.

We tested the performance of our approximate name matching tool using the unified name matching of MetaNetX system as the ground truth. That is, we first obtained legacy models from DORMAN that do not follow a standardized reaction naming scheme: IRC1080, E.coli iAF1260, E.coli iJR904 and H. sapiens Recon 1. These models have standardized versions in MetaNetX: bigg_IRC1080, bigg_iAF1260, bigg_iJR904 and bigg_RECON1, respectively. We obtained the standardized reaction ids from the latter models (MetaNetX) to establish the ground truth for the former models (DORMAN). Then, using our network comparison tool, we compared these 4 models (pairwise, 6 comparisons) using the following parameter settings: \( q = 7 \& k = 1; q = 5 \& k = 3; \text{and} \ q = 3 \& k = 5 \). The first setting is the strictest setting, which would return only very similar strings as a match. The following settings are more relaxed, the last one being the most relaxed. A match is a true positive if the MetaNetX mapped reaction ids of source reaction and target reaction match. A match is a false positive if none of the listed prediction pairs’ MetaNetX mapped reaction ids match.

We show the performance of the system in Figure 5, when user requests top-1, top-3, and top-5 matches. Results show that as the parameters are relaxed the accuracy and precision go down while the recall increases as expected. In all settings, the system provides high accuracy and precision while the recall is relatively low. This means the system is successful at avoiding incorrect matches and the listed pairs frequently provide a true match in these settings. However, it cannot recover all true matches as naming of two entities might differ too much. One example is the reaction pair "4-aminobutyrate transport via diffusion (extracellular to periplasm)" and "4-aminobutanoate transport via diffusion, chloroplast". These two reactions match according to MetaNetX's MNXRef ids but their names are quite distinct and cannot be matched by our tool.

### 3.6 Locating Similar Entities in Other Models

Given a metabolite/reaction name, DORMAN provides a tool for locating similar species/reactions in DORMAN’s database. The system calculates a similarity score between the input species/reactions and all species/reactions in the database by applying the q-gram based approximate string matching technique as described in Section 3.5. In this tool, the user picks a similarity threshold in addition to setting the edit distance and q gram length parameters.

For example, when the user is looking for metabolites similar to "M_glyc_DASH_R_c" in DORMAN's database, and selects \( k = 5, q = 3 \) and similarity score threshold = 0.7, system locates "glyc_R[c]\) in C_beijerinckii_iCM926 model with a similarity score 0.95. "M_glyc_DASH_R_c" and "glyc_R[c]\) are the same metabolite with different naming conventions and DORMAN successfully matches these strings despite such poor character matching. Another example is the search for “M_fe2_c” metabolite with a more relaxed setting (\( k = 3, q = 3 \) and similarity score threshold = 0.7). DORMAN returns metabolites “fe2_c”, “fe2_m”, and “fe2_e” in the Pichia_pastoris model. “M_fe2_c” and “fe2_e” are the same metabolite in different compartments (different metabolite pools) and “M_” is a prefix, which represents metabolite. Thus, the users are able to fine-tune the number of results they get back by playing with the similarity threshold parameter, and they can locate models involving matching entities which use different nomenclature.

### 4 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Reconstructed model development process requires integration of diverse data sources such as the annotated genome of the organism, existing reconstructions, and information about the individual reactions and metabolites from the literature. As the field progressed, online systems which act as seed model repositories as well as online workbenches have emerged to help out this rigorous reconstruction process and also provided constraint based analyzing capabilities. DORMAN is not designed
with the goal of replacing these systems or functionalities, which have been proven very useful for the research community. Rather, the goal of DORMAN is to complement them by providing efficient and flexible browsing, visualization and querying capabilities to enable network topology analyses for researchers, which is not the primary goal of the systems in the literature.

The standardization of the nomenclature has been one of the major bottlenecks of the research community and annotation is ignored especially in earlier versions of models. Instead of annotating the data according to SBML specifications (using <annotation> tag), authors opted to include all other details in the <notes> tag for reactions and metabolites. Therefore, extracting such data in the <notes> tag becomes yet another specialized text-parsing task. While it is possible to manually fix some of these discrepancies, in DORMAN, we avoid manual intervention for two reasons: First, as the number and size of the models increase (which is already large), manual effort would not scale. Second, interfering with domain scientists’ is an error-prone process, which means it is possible to input errors while trying to fix the problems.

Another challenge is the visualization of the models. Many reconstructed networks have thousands of reactions, and their full visualizations are quite complex. While we stress the importance of such a model-wide visualization interface, it is an important feature for researchers current layout algorithms are designed for small pathways and mostly do not scale very well for the genome-scale reconstructed metabolic networks. Currently, we applied Bilkent-CoSE layout algorithm [24] to all networks and we are now working on automated visualization techniques that provide better visualizations for our application. Finally, at the current stage, the system provides FBA/FVA on the original network in an offline manner. One other future direction for DORMAN is to enable online analysis which enables modification of the inputs by the user.

5. Conclusions

DORMAN is up and running and freely available for the use of the research community. Ever-increasing research focus on building and analyzing genome-scale reconstructed metabolic networks require systems that enable users to browse, visualize, query and compare reconstructions for topological analyses. DORMAN fills the gap in the research field as an online and centralized database of SBML-based reconstructed metabolic networks literature and providing above-mentioned capabilities over the models.
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